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Abstract
A compiling system attempts to improve code for a whole program by optimizing across procedures. A compiler can generate better code for a special
procedure if it knows which variables will have constant values, and what those
values will be when the procedures are invoked[CCKT86]. Yung and Wang
describe a constant propagation algorithm based on FUD chains of imperative
programs, but they do not detect the interprocedure constants[YW02]. In this
thesis, we propose an approach to solve this problem on the PLUS language.
Instead of using control flow and data flow graph, we propose a semantic
method of constant propagation using abstract interpretation. We present
our model with a series of semantic methods. We prove the correctness of
our methods by a structural induction. We perform some experiments on the
efficiency and effectiveness of this new approach.

植基於程式語言語意之跨程序常數傳遞分析

余昀龍

指導教授：雍

忠
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摘要

編譯系統企圖經由程序間的最佳化，對整個程式改善程式碼。如
果我們可以知道哪些變數有常數值(constant value)，而且當程序呼叫
時知道這些常數值具有何種值，編譯器可能對於一個特殊的程序產生
更好的編碼方式。Yung 和 Wang 在命令式語言中，描述一種使用 FUD
鏈的常數傳遞(constant propagation)演算法，但是他們並沒有去處理程
序間常數傳遞分析。在這篇論文，我們提出一個方法去解決 PLUS 程
式語言中在這方面的問題。
我們提出使用 abstract interpretation 的常數傳遞的語義分析方法
來取代使用控制和資料流程圖的方法。我們用一系列的語義方法描述
我們的模型。我們將使用結構性歸納法去證明我們方法的正確性。我
們對於這個新的方法作一些實驗，產生在效率和效用上的結果。
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Constant propagation analysis is a well-known global flow analysis problem.
It is an optimization based on data-flow analysis, which is a static analysis
of providing global information about how a program works to manipulate
its data[WZ91]. While the constant propagation problem is easily shown to
be undecidable in general[KU77], there are many reasonable instances of a
program that are decidable and for which computationally efficient algorithms
exist.
A few techniques[Kil73, SGW93, YW02, WZ91] have been successful applied to the analysis of imperative language for the optimization. But there
are few related and specific research with functional language for constant
propagation. Though their methods above also claim that their method can
apply to functional language, we discover that they are not efficient applying
to it on some situations.
For example, within Wegman and Zadeck’s SCC algorithm based on SSA
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form is used to find constant expression, constant conditions, and unreachable
code[WZ91]. Wolf proposed a simple constant propagation based on FUD
chains, and presented an idea of how to perform a demand-driven analysis[Wol96].
In order to detect more conditional constants and loop constants, they also offer a version of GSA based demand-driven symbolic analysis. Yung and Wang
propose an approach of demand driven constant propagation analysis based
on FUD chains[YW02]. They combine the idea from Wegman and Zadeck’s
SCC algorithm of finding conditional constants and the idea from the method
by Wolfe of finding linear induction variable with loops. Their approach may
classify cycles in the data flow graph and take predicate of branch node into
account. By the way, they can determine which branch will be taken to reach
the join point. The above methods all compute constant propagation with
graph representation of program. And the important information for constant
propagation are definition chain and use chain for each expression. The graph
representation of program help them to gather these information.
In the analysis of their methods, they generally used graph representation
of control and data flow to solve it. First, they need a control flow graph to
represent probable steps of execution of whole program. And they compute
Definition-Use chain (or provide with SSA form) based on the control flow
graph. Finally, they propagate constants iteratively based on data flow and
control flow graph. But It was provided with sequential feature in functional
languages, so we will spend a lot of time in the analysis if we would utilize the
graph representation to solve it.
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In a compiler system of imperative language along with interprocedure optimization, it attempts to improve code for a whole program by optimizing
across procedures, the compiler can generate better code for a specific procedure if it knows which variables will have constant values, and what those
values will be, when the procedure is invoked[CCKT86]. The analysis tries to
eliminate the boundary of each procedure call to propagate constants as far
as possible. In functional language, we know that one function always returns
one result value. We take care of the return value from one function. In general, there is one variable binding for the return value which the function body
computes. If the return value is a constant, we can immediately gather the
constant value by the function environment computation. In this way, we can
gather results in compile-time and decrease the rum-time cost.
A great deal of progress in compiler construction has been made in the last
few years towards the development of a theoretical framework appropriate
to perform analysis with the semantical methods of computer languages. Despite the complexity and variety exhibited by modern programming languages,
it has been shown by Scott, Strachey and their colleagues at Oxford University that a remarkably small number of fundamental semantic constructs
provide an adequate conceptual basis for defining concise formal models of
their meaning[Ten76]. With formal semantics we give program meaning by
mapping them into some abstract but precise domain of objects. Using denotational semantics, we provide the meaing in term of mathematical objects,
such as integers, boolean value, values of tuples, and functions. For the reason,
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denotational semantics was originally called mathematical semantics[KS]. It
becomes a powerful tool for language design and implementation.
Most analysis utilize pseudo code to represent the algorithm of analysis.
We make use of interpretation semantics which is similar to denotation semantics with a good theoretical framework to implement our idea. And we
use interpretation semantics to abstract information of constant propagation
. We show the semantics of a sample language, then we develop a semantic
method that employs an environment to store our possible constant value of
each variable and current environment.

1.1

Motivation

Constant propagation analysis is a well-known global flow analysis problem.
The goal of constant propagation is to discover values that are constants on
all possible executions of a program and to propagate these constant values as
far forward through the program as possible.
Most flow analysis techniques are developed as algorithms in which implementation details are combined with the technique itself. The design process
is complicated by the need to handle low level of implementation details. The
design of flow analysis techniques is heavily dependent on the application. Low
level development of an analysis technique makes it difficult to prevent duplication of effort in developing techniques that are closely related. The presence
of implementation details make it harder to understand the algorithms in order
to maintain or improve existing ones. Finally, correctness of proofs is difficult
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to derive for algorithms with too much detail.
With tranditional methods, they use control flow graph for a program when
representing the control flow of it. Then they compute data dependencies
based on the control flow graph. Finally, they will solve our problem of the
objective analysis based on those graph representation.
We observe a fact that it is inefficient if we use graph representation on
functional programs. With the denotational framework, we can use concept
of environment store to solve the constant propagation problem and to help
us instead of the graph representation of program. We can decrease time that
building graph of blocks, nodes and edges.
Constant propagation is a code reduction technique that determines whether
all assignments to a particular variable is a constant and provides the same
constant value at certain points. In that case, a use of the variable at that
point can be replaced by the constant. For example, given an assignment
x = c for a variable x and a constant c, we may replaces the later uses of
x with c only if it does not change the value of x in the later assignments.
Constant propagation can result in better instruction selection where you can
use imediate machine code instructions which embed constants in the instruction, and thus result in faster execution in the case that a register is used to
store the constant. Constants in code allow compilers to generate more efficient codes and hence increase the effectiveness of several other optimizations
such as constant expression evaluation, and dead-code elimination. We give
an example of a source program in Figure 1.1. Figure 1.2 shows the control
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flow graph providing with FUD chain of the program. There are two phases
in constructing factored use-def chains as follow:
1. Adding the φ-terms at control flow merge points for each variable with
multiple reaching definitions, and
2. Linking each variable use to the unqiue reaching definition or φ-term.
We apply Wolfe’s constant propagation algorithm, and the result is shown
Figure 1.3.
In this thesis, We will develop a semantic method of interprocedural constant propagation for a functional language. We define semantic functions to
compute constant values of those variables for each expression using abstract
interpretation. We compute the constant propagation without graph representation of the program. And we can get optimized program based on these
information.
Source Program
a = 5;
b = 3;
read (c);
if b < a
then
e = b;
d = a;
else
e = a+1;
d = c+1;
end if
f= e+d;
Figure 1.1: The Source Program
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Figure 1.2: Control Flow Graph with FUD Chain
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Node
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

FUD Chain solution
a1 = 5
b2 = 3
read(c3 )
if b4;2 < a5;1
then
e7 = b6;2
d9 = a8;1
else
e11 = a10;1
d13 = c12;3
end if
d17 ← φ(d9 ,d13 )
e18 ← φ(e7 ,e11 )
f16 = e14;18 +d15;17

meet operation
C a1 = > ∧ C 5
C b2 = > ∧ C 3
C c3 = ⊥

Const
C
C
True

C e7 = > ∧ C b2
C d9 = > ∧ C a 1

C
C

Ce11 = >
Cd13 = >
Cd17 = > ∧ Cd9
Ce18 = > ∧ Ce7
Cf16 = > ∧ Cd17 ∧ Ce18

C
C
C

(a) Analysis Process of The Source Program
Source Program
a1 = 5;
b2 = 3;
e7 = 3;
d9 = 5;
f16 = 8;
(b) A Result of Optimized Program
Figure 1.3: The Process of Optimized Program with Constant Propagation
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1.2

Organization of the thesis

This thesis is organized as follows:
• In Chapter 2, we introduce the background knowledge and the description of our source program. We explain what the denotation semantics
and lattice framework are, and what behavior can be represented by abstract interpretation. We introduce a lattice framework how to use it for
constant propagation. Moreover, we will illustrate some characteristics
in our sample language with functional properties.
• In Chapter 3, we describe the details of our approach and define the
semantic functions of computing constant propagation. We will discuss
dividing with two parts: the former is the formal semantics; the latter
is the semantic-based analysis. We distinguish the difference between
compile-time and run-time analysis.
• In Chapter 4, we show our experimentation environment and the implementation of our approach. Our experiments are based on two environments one of which is the function environment and the other is a
bound variable environment. Then we also compare analysis time with
the previous method which is Yung and Wangs’.
• In Chapter 5, we will provide an perspective of the related work about
constant propagation. We will introduce three difference in the approach
by Wegam and Zadeck, by Wolf, and by Yung and Wang.
• In Chapter 6, we will present conclude and future work.

9

Chapter 2

Background
In this chapter, we introduce the fundamental concepts for the techniques
developed in the constant propagation analysis. Denotational semantics is a
technique that maps the syntactic object of a program into program meaning. We will particularly explain about it later. Abstract Interpretation is a
semantics-based program analysis method. The main idea is to construct two
different meanings of a program language which are standard meaning and
abstract meaning. We will describe it in section 2.2. Our sample language
is Plus which is a first-order functional language. Plus is Programming Language Using Sets. We will show properties of it in section 2.3. Finally, we will
introduce lattice framework. The output of a constant propagation algorithm
is an output assignment if lattice values to variables at each expression in the
program.
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2.1

Denotational Semantics

The foundation of denotational semantics[KS] is, the identification that programs and the objects they operate are significant understanding of abstract
mathematical objects. The idea of denotational semantics is to associate an
appropriate mathematical object with each phrase of the language, for example, string of digits realize numbers. In the denotational semantics, there are
three parts:
1. The syntactic world
(a) Syntactic domains specify collections of syntactic objects that may
occur in phrases in the definition of the syntax of the language.
(b) Abstract production rules describe the ways that objects from the
syntactic domains may be combined in accordance with the definition of the language. These rules can be defined using the syntactic
categories or using the metavariables for elements of the categories
as an abbreviation mechanism.
2. The semantic world
Semantic domains are sets of mathematical objects of a particular form.
3. The connection between syntax and semantics
(a) Semantic function map objects of the syntactic domain into objects
of the semantic domain.
(b) Semantic equations to specify how the functions act on each pattern
in the syntactic definition of the language.

11

Abstract Syntax
c
e

∈
∈

Con
Exp

constants
expressions,where
e = c | e 1 ∗ e2

Semantic Domains
Int

the standard domain of integers
Semantic Function
ε

:

Int −→ Int

ε[[c]]
ε[[e1 ∗ e2 ]]

=
=

c,constant
ε[[e1 ]] ∗ ε[[e2 ]]

Figure 2.1: An Example of Denotational Semantics

Figure 2.1 is an example of denotational semantics. It is an addition of
integers. We show how to compute 30*40 as follows.
ε[[3 ∗ 40]]

= ε[[3]] ∗ ε[[40]]
= 3 ∗ 40
= 120

2.2

Abstract Interpretation

The framework of abstract interpretation provides the basis for a semantic
approach to dataflow analysis. Abstract interpretation is a general theory and
a semantics-based program analysis method, introduced by P. Cousot and
R. Cousot, for describing the relationship among semantics of programming
languages at different levels of abstraction. The semantics of a programming
language can be specified as a mapping of program to mathematical objects
that describes the input-output function for the program. In an abstract
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interpretation the program is given a mathematical meaning in the same way
as a normal semantics. However this is not necessarily the standard meaning,
but it can be used to extract information about the computational behaviour
of the program.
In this framework, program analysis is defined as nonstandard program
semantics, obtained from the standard one by substituting its domain of computation, called concrete, (and the basic operations on it) with an abstract
domain (and corresponding abstract operations). The concrete and the abstract domains are always complete lattices, where the ordering relations describe the relative precision of the denotations, the top elements representing
no information. The chief concept of abstract interpretation is to construct
two different meanings of a program language. The first gives the standard
meanings of programs in the language. The other can be used to answer certain questions about the runtime behaviour of programs in the language. This
can be description as

Figure 2.2: Abstract Interpretation Framework

It is an example of abstract interpretation at the back. It is the familiar
rule-of-sign interpretation of integer expressions. In some situations we can be
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able to predict whether the result of an expression is positive or negative by
only using the sign of the constants in the expression.
Abstraction Interpretation. Sometime It is possible to predict the sign
of an expression from the sign of constants. The result of adding two positive
numbers must be positive. It also is not always possible to predict the sign of
an expression from the sign of constants. For example, the result of adding a
positive and a negative number can both be positive and negative. In the sign
interpretation we will operate with four different value: {zero, + , - , none}
where zero indicates that the number is zero, + indicates that the number is
positive, - indicates that the number is negative, and non indicates that the
number we don’t know. We will call the set of these value Sign.
Sign={zero, +, -, none}
The rule-of-sign interpretation of addition and multiplication can be specified two tables in Figure 2.3. The interpretation may be viewed as ”abstract”
additions and multilications. We will write them as operations: ⊕ and ⊗
⊕
zero
+
−
none

zero
zero
+
−
none

+
+
+
none
none

−
−
none
−
none

none
none
none
none
none

⊗
zero
+
−
none

zero
zero
zero
zero
zero

+
zero
+
−
none

−
zero
−
+
none

none
zero
none
none
none

Figure 2.3: The Table of Sign Operation
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respectively.
The abstract version of -123 ? (125+127) is − ⊗ (+ ⊕ +) which can be
computed as −. We can compute that the result is negative without actually
performing the addition and the multiplication since we know that adding two
positive numbers give a positive result and that multiplying a negative and a
positive number gives a negative result.

2.3

A Sample Language

Programming Language Using Sets(PLUS)[Yun03, Yun97, Yun98, Yun99] is
a functional programming language. PULS is strongly typed and statically
scoped. PLUS has a polymorphic typed system. The following notes are some
of highlights of the PLUS programming language:
• PLUS is an applicative programming language. The principal control
mechanism in PLUS is recursive function application.
• PLUS is strongly typed. Every legal expression has a type which is determined automatically by the compiler. Strong typing guarantees that no
program con incur a type error at run time.
• PLUS has a polymorphic type system. Each of the legal PLUS phrase
has uniquely-determined most general typing that determines the set of
contexts in which that phrase may be legally used.
• PLUS is statically scoped. PLUS resolves identifier references at compile
time, leading to more modular and more efficient programs.
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• PLUS include syntax for list constructors and set constructors.
A PLUS consists of a sequence of declarations; the execution of each declaration modifies the environment. Inthe execution of a declaration there are
three phases:
1. Parsing determines the grammatical form of a declaration.
2. Elaboration is the static phase which determines whether it is well-typed
and well-formed.
3. Evaluation is the dynamic phase which determines the value of the declaration in the environment.
We show the syntax and semantics of PLUS is showed in Figure 2.4. PLUS
has two kinds of derived lexical forms: one for list and the other for set. They
are showed in the following table.

Derived Form

Equivalent Form

[lit1 , . . . , litn ]

lit1 :: . . . :: litn :: nil

{lit1 , . . . , litn }

emp with lit1 with . . . with litn

[lit1 ..litn ]

lit1 :: . . . :: litn :: nil

{lit1 ..litn }

emp with lit1 with . . . with litn

The fst and snd are products operator. The fst or snd extracts first or
second element from a product,respectively. The hd and tl are list operator.
The hd extracts first element from a list. The tl extract the part of list except
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Abstract Syntax
c
x
op

∈
∈
∈

Con
Bv
Pf

f
e

∈
∈

Fv
Exp

pr

in

Prog

constant
bound variables
primitive functions
op = + | − | ∗ | / | % |>|>=|<|<=|==|! =| && | k
function variables
expression
e = c | x |!e | e1 ope2 | if e0 then e1 else e2 | x = e | let eo in e1 |
fi (e1 , . . . , en ) | fun fi (e1 , . . . , en ) = ej | (e1 , e2 ) | [x : e1 | e2 ] |
{x : e1 |e2 } | fst e | snd e | e1 :: e2 | hd e | tl e | e1 with e2 |
rep e | e1 in e2
program, where pr = {e1 ; . . . ; ek ; }
Semantic Domains

Int
Products = Int × Int
List = 2Int
Bas = Int+Pair+List
Fun = Basn → Bas
D = Bas+Fun + { ⊥ }
Bve = Bv → D
Fve = Fv → Fun

the
the
the
the
the
the
the
the

standard flat domain of integers
domain of pair value
domain of list value
domain of basic value
domain of first-order functions
domain of denoteable values
domain of bound variable environments
domain of function environments

Semantic Function
ε
P
εf
ε[[θ: c]]
ε[[θ: x]]
ε[[θ: !e]]
ε[[θ: e1 op e2 ]]
ε[[θ: x = e]]
ε[[θ: e1 :: e2 ]]
ε[[θ: hd e]]

:
:
:

bve
bve
bve
bve
bve
bve
bve

Exp → Bve → F ve → D
P f → F un
Exp → F ve
f ve
f ve
f ve
f ve
f ve
f ve
f ve

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

ε[[θ: tl e]] bve f ve

=

ε[[θ: if e0 then e1 else e2 ]] bve f ve
ε[[fi (e1 , . . . , en )]] bve f ve
εf [[fun fi (x1 , . . . , xn ) = ei ]]

=
=
=

c,intreger c
bve(x)
P [[!]](ε[[θ: e]] bve f ve)
P [[op]](ε[[θ1 : e1 ]] bve f ve,ε[[θ2 : e2 ]] bve f ve)
bve[(ε[[θ: e]] bve f ve)/x]
(ε[[θ1 : e1 ]] bve f ve) :: (ε[[θ2 : e2 ]] bve f ve)
ε[[θ: c1 ]] bve f ve
where e = c1 :: e2
ε[[θ: e2 ]] bve f ve
where e = c1 :: e2
(ε[[θ0 : e0 ]]bve) → (ε[[θ1 : e1 ]]bve), (ε[[θ2 : e2 ]]bve)
f ve[[fi ]](ε[[e1 ]]bve, . . . , ε[[en ]]bve)
f ve[(λ(y1 , . . . , yn ).ε[[ei ]][yk /xk ]f ve)/fi ]

Figure 2.4: PULS Syntax and Semantic
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first element from a list. The rep, with and in are set operator. The with
add an element to a set. The in test if the specific element is in the set.

2.4

A Theoretic Framework of Constant Lattice

The problem of constant propagation can be formulated in a standard 3-level
lattice, originally introduced by Kildall [Kil73], as shown in Figure 2.5 The

T

. . .

C

i- 1

C

C

i

i+ 1

. . .

^

Figure 2.5: Constant Propagation Lattice

output of a constant propagation algorithm is an output assignment of lattice
values to variables at each expression in the program. With each variable it
associates a constant propagation lattice which is one of three types:
• a lattice top element >,
• a lattice bottom element ⊥, and
• a constant value c.
The operation between lattices is defined by the following list of rules for
the lattice operation meet u :
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any

u

>

=

any

any

u

⊥

=

⊥

ci

u

cj

=

ci

if ci = cj

ci

u

cj

=

⊥

if ci 6= cj

Each symbol has an initial value >, which means it has an unknown value
yet. The middle layer of the lattice is the constant layer, in which all constants
are unordered and are comparable only for equality. Due to the meet operator
u, we know that values can only move down in the lattice. Although the
lattice is infinite in size, when ⊥ meet any symbol, it will always be ⊥. Hence,
in the course of intraprocedural constant propagation each symbol is lowered
at most twice.
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Chapter 3

Constant Propagation
Constant propagation is defined as the process to discover values that are
constants on all possible executions of a program and to propagate these values through the program. Optimizing compilers for imperative languages apply data flow optimizations to improve the performance of programs. Dataflow optimizations such as constant propagation based on data flow information that is propagated along the control flow paths of the program. Most
of flow analysis techniques are developed from graph representation of the
program[Kil73, SGW93, YW02, WZ91]. Instead of using graph representation, we propose a sematic method of constant propagation using abstract
interpretation. In this chapter, we introduce a semantics-based analysis for
constant propagation in functional languages. Our analysis may be easily
adapted into the constant propagation in imperative languages. We assume
the language uses strict evaluation and bound variables. We will compare with
the other methods in the following chapter.
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3.1

A Formal Semantics for Constant Propagation

Denotational semantics is an exact and concise method of attaching meaning to syntax[Blo94]. In the context of constant propagation, we want the
information that which variables are bound to constant values. The standard
semantics defines the meaning of a program and the value computes, but no
information about that which variables are bound to constant values. In this
section, we introduce the formal semantics of a sample language, which is an
exact but nonstandard semantics that describes the operational notation for
computing which variables are bound to constant values in a program. Since
the evaluation of expressions at runtime depend on the values themselves, formal semantics contains the information of the standard semantics, as well as
the constant environment.
The formal semantics is modeled with a environment cbve is a map from one
bound variable to a value L where is concrete value. Our constant propagation
analysis works a method that systematically operates the program points so
that identifies which variables are bound to constants.
The formal semantics that we capture may be summarized as follow. A
program begins with an empty environment cbve. Within analysis processing,
we update the environment cbve when meeting the defined variables of expressions or gathering constant information of variables in the cbve when meeting
used variables. In whole program, if we meet a constant within one expression,
we will return a tuple hc, cbvei with the semantic function. It is said that we
update no the current cbve, and its concrete value is value c. If we meet a
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variable x, we will look up the current cbve according to the variable x. In this
way, we can gather its value L, the element is the concrete value of variable,
and we do not update current environment cbve.
We compute subexpression of the right-hand according to the current cbve
when we compute a binding expression. Then, we update the variable within
the cbve according to result that we already computed. We will compute the
consequential or alternative arm after computing the result of relation expression in a branch expression. We go toward the consequential arm when the
result of computing relation expression is true. Otherwise, we go toward the
alternative arm. For a function call, we pass the actural value through function
body and create a new environment cbve. We will compute the constant propagation of the function body according to new cbve and return the computed
result. In next section, we will discuss about its definition. We present the
foramal semantic domains and equations of the semantic functions in Figure
3.4.

3.2

A Semantic-Based Analysis for Constant Propagation

The semantics presented in the last section provides the constant information
which variables are constants. But, since it relies on standard semantics,
some of the variables are not computable at compile-time. Ideally, we would
like to simply omit the computation of standard semantics, but continue to
compute constant propagation as before. Unfortunately, this is not possible
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Semantic Domains
L
F un
Cbve
Cf ve

=
=
=
=

Int + Bool
Ln → L
Bv → L
F v → F un

Semantic Function
εc
Pc
εcf

:
:
:

εc [[c]]
εc [[x]]
εc [[read x]]
εc [[pf1 e]]
εc [[e1 pf2 e2 ]]

Exp → Cbve → Cf ve → (L × Cbve)
P f → Ln → (L × Cbve)
Exp → Cf ve

cbve
cbve
cbve
cbve
cbve

cf ve
cf ve
cf ve
cf ve
cf ve

=
=
=
=
=

εc [[x = e]] cbve cf ve

=

εc [[ if e0 then e1 else e2 ]] cbve cf ve
εc [[fi (e1 , . . . , en )]] cbve cf ve

=
=

εcf [[fun fi (x1 , . . . , xn ) = ei ]]

=

hc, cbvei
hcbve(x), cbvei
hc, cbvei
Pc [[pf1 ]](π1 (εc [[e]] cbve cf ve)) (π2 (εc [[e]]cbve cf ve))
Pc [[pf2 ]](π1 (εc [[e1 ]]cbve cf ve), π1 (εc [[e2 ]]cbve1 cf ve))
(π2 (εc [[e2 ]]cbve1 cf ve)) where cbve1 = π2 (εc [[e1 ]]cbve cf ve)
hv1 , cbve1 [v1 /x]i
where hv1 , cbve1 i = εc [[e]]cbve cf ve
(εc [[e0 ]]cbve cf ve) → (εc [[e1 ]]cbve cf ve), (εc [[e2 ]]cbve cf ve)
hcf ve[[fi ]](v1 , . . . , vn ), cbvei where
v1 = π1 (εc [[e1 ]]cbve cf ve),. . .,vn = π1 (εc [[en ]]cbven−1 cf ve)
cf ve whererec
cf ve = [(λ(y1 , . . . , yn ).εc [[ei ]][yk /xk ]nk=1 )/fi ]

Figure 3.1: Formal Semantics of Interprocedural Constant Propagation
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since in the conditional expression consults result in the standard semantics
for the value of predicates before going downward. Without constant values
from the predicate, the constant propagation must be approximated with the
assumption that either arm could be taken.
We adopt the following conventional notation in the section. Double brackets are used to enclose syntatic elements, as in εc [[exp]]. Square brackets are
used for environment update, as in cbve[v/x]. The notation cbve[yi /xi ]n1 is
shorthand for cbve[y1 /x1 , ..., yn /xn ], where the subscript bounds are inferred
from context. Angle brackets are used for tupling, as in hv, cbvei.
In the previous section, we did not carefully explain domain L. Actually,
it only has a concrete domain for run-time analysis. In run-time analysis,
every variable is constant value because they compute the standard semantics.
However, we must consider the situation of reading from a file in compiletime analysis. So we extend domin L to three levels of lattice framework. It
mainly contains several elements; D, >, and ⊥. At the process of constant
propagation, their specification is as follow.
• c ∈ D means that the associated result always has invariant value when
the expression existed in all possible execution of the program.
• ⊥ means that this result is act at the program point according to when
the run-time condition decided.
• > means that is not reachable code.
Now we define a semantic function εc that computes information which
variables are bound to constants in a program.
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Definition Constant propagation function εc :
Let Exp be a finite set of text expressions, L be a finite-height meet
lattice with a bottom element ⊥ and a top element >, a cbve be a set of
containing value L of variables of all reaching-definition. The function εc
is the set of function from Exp to L × Cbve.
There is a problem that we will encounter in the static analysis of constant
propagation. If the value of a variable is given by system I/O, it is impossible
for us to know its actual value in compile time.

if (p) then
z=1;
x=z+2;
else
z=2;
x=z+1;
y=x;

p=true;

(a)all paths

(b)possible paths

if(p)then
x=1;
else
x=2;
y=x;

Figure 3.2: Examples of Constant Propagation

Here, we present constant propagation as an example of forward dataflow
analysis . Consider Figure 3.2(a). The first use of z can be replaced by 1 and
the second by 2. The right hand sides of the two definitions of x can now be
simplified to the constant 3, and the final use of x can be replaced by 3. Most
constant propagation algorithms in the literature, such as the def-use chain
algorithm, discover such all-paths constants. However, additional constants
may be found if we ignore definitions inside dead regions of code. In Figure
3.2(b), the predicate of the conditional can be determined to be constant.
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By ignoring the definition on the unexecuted branch, the use of x in the last
expression can be determined to have value 1. This is, we may ignore any definition that reaches a use via a program flow edge that is never executed. So it
can potentially discover more constants than the simple constant propagation
analysis developed by Kildall[Kil73]
Other parts of previous analyses all are same, except for the difference in
the analysis of conditional expressions. In a static analysis, if each operand in
its relational expression is a constant, then we take the branch according to its
boolean value. However, we must analyze its both arms when the computation
result of the relation expression is ⊥. Furthermore, they are divided into two
new cbve in the analysis process for these two arms. We use the ∧ operation
to compute the cbve when the branch computations merge. The computation
of ∧ may be defined as the follows:
cbve1 ∧ cbve2

cbve = cbve1 ∧ cbve2

=

s.t.

{hx, ci|hx, ci ∈ cbve1 and hx, ci ∈ cbve2 }




















cbve(x) = c

if cbve1 (x) = c and
cbve2 (x) = c

cbve(x) = ⊥ otherwise

We will define a semantic function Pc . There are two types of domain: pf1 ,
and pf2 in the the domain of Pc . The pf1 is a unitary primitive operation and
pf2 is a binary primitive operation.
Definition operator abstracting semantic function Pc :
The Pc can correctly abstract constant information by the elements of Pc
after the computed expressions by environment cbve.
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In the sample language, there are 3 unary primitive functions:
! : we compute the expression by current environment cbve if we meet the
operator. It returns concrete value and current environment cbve when
it are constant. Once there exists non-constant in variables of the expression, it returns ⊥ directly.
hd : we compute first element whether is a constant by current environment
cbve if we meet the operator, then it returns concrete value and current
environment cbve if the first element is constant, otherwise returns ⊥.
tl : we will compute some elements except the first element by current environment cbve if we meet the operator. we compute by left to right. It
returns concrete value and current environment cbve when all elements
provide with constant. Once there exists non-constant in variable of the
expression, it returns ⊥ directly.
The operation in elements of pf2 is similar to the operation tl in elements of
pf1 . We explain the execution of our function Pc with a simple example. Suppose that the element existing in cbve at present have (a, 1),(b, 2),(c, 3) only.
For expression tl a :: b :: c :: nil, we will reason out by εc [[tl a :: b :: c]]cbve
cf ve = Pc [[tl]] (π1 (εc [[b :: c]]cbve cf ve))(π2 (εc [[b :: c]]cbve cf ve)). It will extract
L value in cbve from left to right, we show the process of the operation tl in
Figure 3.3.
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εc [[x = tl a :: b :: c]]cbve cf ve
=Pc [[tl]](π1 (εc [[b :: c]]cbve cf ve))(π2 (εc [[b :: c]]cbve cf ve))
=Pc [[tl]](π1 (Pc [[::]](π1 (εc [[b]]cbve cf ve),π1 (εc [[c]]cbve1 cf ve))(π2 (εc [[c]]cbve1 cf ve)))
(π2 (Pc [[::]](π1 (εc [[b]]cbve cf ve),π1 (εc [[c]]cbve1 cf ve))(π2 (εc [[c]]cbve1 cf ve))))
=Pc [[tl]](π1 (Pc [[::]](π1 (cbve(b)),π1 (cbve1 (c)))(π2 (cbve1 (c)))) (π2 (Pc [[::]](π1 (cbve(b)),
π1 (cbve1 (c)))(π2 (cbve1 (c))))
=Pc [[tl]](π1 (Pc [[::]](2, 3)cbve1 ))(π2 (Pc [[::]](2, 3)cbve1 ))
=Pc [[tl]](π1 (2 :: 3, cbve1 ))(π2 (2 :: 3, cbve1 ))
=Pc [[tl]](2 :: 3)cbve1
=h2 :: 3, cbve1 i
Figure 3.3: The operation of an primitive function

In a functional language, a function call always returns a value. The value
of a function is simply the value of its body, which is itself an expression.
The actual paramters of a function are mapped to the formal parameters of
the function at the time that the function call occurs. If the return value of a
function can be recognized as a constant at compile time, then we can evaluate
it at compile time and reduce the run time cost. In the analysis of constant
propagation for a function, we compute the expressions of actual parameters
according to information in the current cbve. And we will pass the computed
values on to thoses formal parameters in the function body and create a new
cbve for the function. The new cbve only contains the information of formal
parameters at the program point. We do computation of function body based
on the new cbve.
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Theorem 1 ∀e∈E , εc [[e]]cbve cf ve can correctly extract information which
variables are bound to constants in the expression e.
Proof: We prove it by structural and fixed point induction.
case 1. εc [[c]] cbve cf ve= hc, cbvei
No variable is in the expression. No change is needed for cbve, and we
will return a concrete value.
case 2. εc [[x]] cbve cf ve = cbve(x)
A variable x appears in the expression, which means that x is used in the
expression. No change is needed for cbve. We will lookup the variable to
current cbve and extract information from the current cbve.
case 3. εc [[read x]] cbve cf ve = h⊥, cbve[⊥/x]i
For a binding expression, the exprssion defines a variable, and its value
result by system input. So we will return a value ⊥ and refresh or newly
add value ⊥ of the variable to cbve.
case 4. εc [[e1 pf2 e2 ]] cbve cf ve = Pc [[pf2 ]](π1 (εc [[e1 ]]cbve cf ve), π1 (εc [[e2 ]]cbve1
cf ve))(π2 (εc [[e2 ]]cbve1 cf ve)) where cbve1 = π2 (εc [[e1 ]]cbve cf ve)
For the binary primitive expression, it updates no variables. We will
compute constant information of subexpressions based on relative environment cbve from left to right. By case 1 ,case 2 and case 3, we
know that we can correct extract information. Finally, we will compute
constant informaion based on pf2 . We compute concrete value if every
variables is constant, otherwise return value ⊥.
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case 5. εc [[pf1 e]] cbve cf ve = Pc [[pf1 ]](π1 (εc [[e]] cbve cf ve)) (π2 (εc [[e]]cbve
cf ve))
For the unary expression, it updates no variables. We will compute
constant information of subexpressions based on relative environment
cbve from left to right. By case1 ,case2, and case 3, we know that we
can correct extract information. Finally, we will compute concrete value
based on pf1 . We compute concrete value if the variable that all need is
constants, otherwise return value ⊥.
case 6.εc [[x = e0 ]] cbve cf ve = hv1 , cbve1 [v1 /x]i where hv1 , cbve1 i = εc [[e]]cbve
cf ve
For a binding expression, we will update constant information of defined
variable to cbve from computing subexpression e0 . So we first compute
expression e0 . By repetitively, applying the above cases, we can gather
a value in subexpression e0 and refresh or newly add gathered value to
cbve based on the variable,.
case 7. εc [[ if e0 then e1 else e2 ]] cbve cf ve = ...
An if expression consists of three subexpressions. We respectively extract
information for the three subexpressions. By repetitively applying the
above cases, we can correctly extract, refresh or newly add informations
to these cbves from two branch . After computing braches, we execute
operation ∧ at merge node. In the method, we gather a new environment
to propagate downward.
case 8. εc [[fi (e1 , . . . , en )]] cbve cf ve = cf ve[[fi ]](v1 , . . . , vn ) where
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v1 = π1 (εc [[e1 ]]cbve cf ve),. . .,vn = π1 (εc [[en ]]cbven−1 cf ve)
For a funtion expression, we compute actual parameters based on current
cbve in turn and bind to formal parameters. Then we repetitively apply
the above cases to computation of the function body based on these
values of formal parameters. The value of a function body is constant,
then it must be terminated. If value of a function is non-constant, their
parameter values do not change at next scope and we return a value ⊥.
If the values bound to foramls have non-constant and they are operands
on relation expression of function body, we return ⊥.
Hence, we know that ∀e∈E , εc [[e]]cbve cf ve can correctly extract informations
for each expression. 2
We show an example in Figure 3.5. We explain our approach by the example. For a given program we compute constant the information for the
expressions. We show the process how update cbve for each expression in Figure 3.6. Initially, cbve and cf ve are empty. We start from the first expression
of the program and compute with constant propagation. The first expression
is read(x). We add a new entry to cbve and assign a ⊥ value to x if the variable
x is not in cbve. The others can be computed by the method in Figure 3.4.
And we will show the result of analysis in Figure 3.5.
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Semantic Domains
D
L
F un
Cbve
Cf ve

=
=
=
=
=

Int + Bool
D + {⊥}+{>}
Ln → L
Bv → L
F v → F un

Semantic Function
εc
Pc
εcf

:
:
:

εc [[c]]
εc [[x]]
εc [[read x]]
εc [[pf1 e]]
εc [[e1 pf2 e2 ]]

Exp → Cbve → Cf ve → (L × Cbve)
P f → Ln → (L × Cbve)
Exp → Cf ve

cbve
cbve
cbve
cbve
cbve

cf ve
cf ve
cf ve
cf ve
cf ve

=
=
=
=
=

εc [[x = e]] cbve cf ve

=

εc [[ if e0 then e1 else e2 ]] cbve cf ve

=

εc [[fi (e1 , . . . , en )]] cbve cf ve

=

εcf [[fun fi (x1 , . . . , xn ) = ei ]]

=

hc, cbvei
hcbve(x), cbvei
h⊥, cbve[⊥/x]i
Pc [[pf1 ]](π1 (εc [[e]] cbve cf ve)) (π2 (εc [[e]]cbve cf ve))
Pc [[pf2 ]](π1 (εc [[e1 ]]cbve cf ve), π1 (εc [[e2 ]]cbve1 cf ve))
(π2 (εc [[e2 ]]cbve1 cf ve)) where cbve1 = π2 (εc [[e1 ]]cbve cf ve)
hv1 , cbve1 [v1 /x]i
where hv1 , cbve1 i = εc [[e]]cbve cf ve


εc [[e1 ]]cbve0 cf ve
if εc [[e0 ]]cbve cf ve




= hT rue, cbve0 i





εc [[e2 ]]cbve0 cf ve
if εc [[e0 ]]cbve cf ve



= hF alse, cbve0 i

hv
,
cbve
i
∧
hv
,
cbve
i
if
ε
1
1
2
2
c [[e0 ]]cbve cf ve = h⊥, cbve0 i




where





εc [[e1 ]]cbve0 cf ve = hv1 , cbve1 i



εc [[e2 ]]cbve0 cf ve = hv2 , cbve2 i
hcf ve[[fi ]](v1 , . . . , vn ), cbvei where
v1 = π1 (εc [[e1 ]]cbve cf ve),. . .,vn = π1 (εc [[en ]]cbven−1 cf ve)
cf ve where
cf ve = [(λ(y1 , . . . , yn ).εc [[ei ]][yk /xk ]nk=1 )/fi ]

Figure 3.4: Semantic-Based Analysis of Interprocedural Constant Propagation
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Expression
read(x);
y = 2;
y = y-1;
if x = y then z=y else z=1;
w=z;
(a) An Example Program
Expression
read(x);
y=2;
y=y-1;
if x=y
then z=y
else z=1;
w=z;

Cbve
{x 7→ ⊥}
{x 7→ ⊥},{y
{x 7→ ⊥},{y
{x 7→ ⊥},{y
{x 7→ ⊥},{y
{x 7→ ⊥},{y
{x 7→ ⊥},{y

7→ 2}
7→ 1}
7→ 1}
7→ 1},{z →
7 1}
7→ 1},{z 7→ 1}
7→ 1},{z →
7 1},{w 7→ 1}

(b)Computing Cbve of an example program
Expression
read(x);
y = 2;
y = 1;
if x = 1 then z=1 else z=1;
w=1;
(c) Optimized program
Figure 3.5: An example of constant propagation
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Let cbve and cfve be empty.
1. εc [[read(x)]]cbve cf ve = h⊥, cbve[⊥/x]i
2. εc [[y = 1]]cbve cf ve = hv1 , cbve1 [v1 /y]i where hv1 , cbve1 i = εc [[1]]cbve cf ve
=⇒ εc [[y = 1]]cbve cf ve =h1, cbve1 [1/y]i where h1, cbve1 i = εc [[1]]cbve cf ve
3. εc [[y = y − 1]]cbve cf ve = hv1 , cbve1 [v1 /y]i where hv1 , cbve1 i = εc [[y − 1]]cbve cf ve
=⇒ εc [[y = y − 1]]cbve cf ve = hv1 , cbve1 [v1 /y]i where
hv1 , cbve1 i = Pc [[−]](π1 (εc [[y]]cbve cf ve),π1 (εc [[1]]cbve1 cf ve))(π2 (εc [[1]]cbve1 cf ve)) where
cbve1 = π2 (εc [[y]]cbve cf ve)
=⇒ εc [[y = y − 1]]cbve cf ve = hv1 , cbve1 [v1 /y]i where
hv1 , cbve1 i = Pc [[−]](π1 (cbve(y)), π1 h1, cbve1 i)(π2 h1, cbve1 i) where cbve1 = π2 (cbve(y))
=⇒ εc [[y = y − 1]]cbve cf ve = hv1 , cbve1 [v1 /y]i where
hv1 , cbve1 i = Pc [[−]](π1 h2, cbvei), π1 h1, cbve1 i)(π2 h1, cbve1 )i where cbve1 = π2 (h2, cbvei)
=⇒ εc [[y = y − 1]]cbve cf ve = h1, cbve1 [1/y]i
4. εc [[if x = y then z = y else z = 1]]cbve cf ve
=⇒ εc [[if x = y then z = y else z = 1]]cbve cf ve = ε c [[z = y]]cbve0 cf ve ∧ εc [[z = 1]]cbve0 cf ve where
εc [[x = y]]cbve cf ve = h⊥, cbve0 i
=⇒ εc [[if x = y then z = y else z = 1]]cbve cf ve = h1, cbve 1 i ∧ h1, cbve2 i where
εc [[x = y]]cbve cf ve = h⊥, cbve0 i
5. εc [[w = z]]cbve cf ve = hv1 , cbve1 [v1 /w]i where hv1 , cbve1 i = εc [[z]]cbve cf ve
=⇒ εc [[w = z]]cbve cf ve = hv1 , cbve1 [v1 /w]i where hv1 , cbve1 i = cbve(z)
=⇒ εc [[w = z]]cbve cf ve = hv1 , cbve1 [v1 /w]i where hv1 , cbve1 i = h1, cbvei
=⇒ εc [[w = z]]cbve cf ve = h1, cbve1 [1/w]i
Figure 3.6: Work of updating Cbve for each expression
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3.3

Discussion

Notice that the constant is usually only right for integer value, because expression of the real number is generally architectural and interdependent, they are
not well-defined on the constant propagation. The techniques of constant
propagation is supported for several purposes in the compilers:
• Expressions evaluated at compile time need not be evaluated at execution
time.
• Code that is never executed can be deleted. Unreachable code (a form of
dead code) is discovered by identifying conditional braches that always
take one of the possible branch paths.
• Detection of the paths never taken simplifies the control flow of a program. The simplified control structure can aid the transformation of the
program into a form which is suitable for vector or parallel processing.
• Since many of the parameters to procedures are constants, using interprocedual constant propagation can avoid the expansion of code (inline)
that often results from native implementations of procedure integration.
With the above benefits, constant propagation is indispensable to modern
optimizing compilers.
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Chapter 4

Implementation and
Experiment
This section presents the layout of our implementation in Figure 4.1 and experimental result of the algorithm that are proposed in previous section. Our
implementation of algorithm is in a MS Windows 2k and Linux simulator
Cygwin (version 1.5.9) environment. The C compiler we use is GCC version
2.96. In our implementation, the constant propagation is performed on C code
which follows the requirements for ANSI C.
Our analysis of interprocedural constant propagation have following phrases.
1. The parses of our program analyzer is generated by Flex and Bison that
read the source program and construct its abstract syntax tree(AST).
We attach attribute cbve to each binding expression. The version of Flex
and GUN Bison are 2.5.4 and 1.875b respectively.
2. We apply AnalConst algorithm to do Constant propagation analysis.
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Figure 4.1: The Implementation Layout of Constant Propagation Analysis

4.1

Constant Propagation Information Table

Constant propagation information table is the data structure that we construct
during the process of constant propagation analysis. It keep the information
that we need for compute constant propagtion. In the table, there are constant
information for each reachable variable . It is a hash table. Our approach is
to analyze program by theses information. We show it as follows.
Constatn information

table structure

Lattice cell

the lattice value of reachable variables

Type Field

the type value

Value Field

the concrete value provides with type Constant

List Field

the concrete list provides with type List

The following are basic operations on cbve information table.
• Table lookup: we use the variable name to lookup cbve information
table.
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• Table update: we update the table when we meet the variables that is
a defined variable in a expression.
In addition, we also need a function information table is the data structure
that we construct during the process of analysis. It keep the information
that we need for computing constant propagation. In the table, there are
information formal parameters and function body for each function definition.
It is also a hash table. We gather information from the table when meeting
function application.
Function information

table structure

args field

the pointer points to argument list in AST

body Field

the pointer points to function body in AST

The following are basic operations on cfve information table.
• Table lookup: we use the function name to lookup cfve information
table.
• Table update: we update the table when we meet the fuunction definition.

4.2

Experiment

Here we show the call graph of our implementation in Figure 4.2. We describe
the functions in the Figure as follows.
1. Constant Propagation Analysis: This function is fist part of analysis. It uses recursive way to extract expressions of program by calling
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Figure 4.2: Call Graph of Constant Propagation Analysis

function AnalConst. Then we select one functions which are SingleAnal
and FunAnal according to expression form.
2. SingleAnal: The function is to compute constant information of variable
for each expression. And store these information in the cbve table by Call
TablesMaintain.
3. FunAnal: The function is to compute constant information of returning
result for each functional call. Before entering one funtion, we will create
a new cbve table and we analyze constant propagation according to new
table cbve in function body.
4. TablesMaintain: The function is to maintain cbve and cfve table. We
access the constant information table by the function. It is used to store
or load the data that we need.
We have carried out several experiments to determine the feasibility of our
proposed method. We implement the program from the semantic method,and
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Figure 4.3: Time Cost of Constant Propagation for All Constant Conditions

get the time cost from every 100 lines of program belongs to single procedure.
We divide into three cases. One is that all operands in the relation expression
are constants. The other is that not all operands in the relation expression are
constants. In our approach, we observe one fact that the first case is faster to
their methods. We show the experiment result in Figure 4.3. In the second
case, we observe that our approach in the some cases is not always slower than
their methods. We show the experiment result in Figure 4.4. Without graph
representation, we can not identify which variables of merge node in the worst
case. So we will compute all elements in Cbve, it will increase time cost at the
position. We show the result in Figure 4.5.
In some interprocedure constant propagation, they mainly discuss which
formal parameters in a procedure are bound to constants for whole execution.
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Figure 4.4: Time Cost of Constant Propagation for Some Non-Constant Conditions

Figure 4.5: Time Cost of Constant Propagation for All Non-Constant Conditions
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In function languages, a function often provides with recursive property in
general such that the formal parameters often are not bound to constant values. We extend the idea of constants of formal parameters to analyze function
result. When we meet a function expression, we bind actual parameters to formal parameters. Before computing the function body, we consider if the values
of formal parameters is same as previous ones. If not, we compute function
body based on current values of formal parameters, otherwise return ⊥. After
analyzing by our approach, it is decreased time cost on some situations. We
are guarantee, in addition, can converge in general semantics of recursive calls
to contrast with several previous methods.
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Chapter 5

Related Work
In the chapter, we introduce related work about constant propagation. We will
introduce constant propagation based on graph representation and interative
method of the solution.

5.1

Wegman and Zadeck’s Approach

Wegman and Zadeck’s[WZ91] presente four algorithms in order of increasing
simplest, fastest, and powerful global constant propagation. Those algorithm
can be classified in two ways, (1) whole graph or sparse graph representation,
and (2) simple or conditional constant detection. There are four sorts of
evolution of constant propagation: Simple Constant, Sparse Simple Constant,
Conditional Constant, and Sparse Conditional Constant. Every successive
algorithm find out at least the constants found by previous algorithm.
The first algorithm, Simple Constant (SC), was developed by Killdall[Kil73].
He was among the first to describe the constant propagation problem and to
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give an algorithm solution. The algorithm propagates constants though the
program flow graph, and analyzes the program by using only one worklist for
CFG nodes. At each node in the program, there are two LatticeCell associated with the value of every variable in the program, one with the value at
entry to the node and the other with the exit. The process are visiting a node
that involves examination of every LatticeCell at that node. It can be treated
the way as functional mapping. Input data is the value of all variables at the
entrance of the node, and the output is the set of values for all variables at
the exit of the node. The problem of SC is inefficient, since constants are no
information assumed about which directional branch will take so that they
have been propagated through irrelevant nodes.
The second algorithm, Sparse Simple Constant (SSC),was developed by
Reif and Lewis. they transform the program into SSA form so that only one
assignment can reach each use. In SSA form, each assignment to a variable
is given a unique name and all of the uses reached by that assignment are
renamed to match new name of the assignment. At the join nodes, it must
add a special form of assignment called a φ -function. These elements of φfunction are members of control flow predecessors of variable X. The algorithm
propagates constants through the SSA graph(Def-Use chain from SSA), and
works by keeping one worklist. The worklist is initialized to contain all SSA
edges where the definition of an expression is not ⊥. Although the number
of constant which are produced by SSC are the same as SC, it speeds up the
running rate.
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The third algorithm, Conditional Constant (CC), was developed by Wegbreit. The algorithm takes conditional branches into account, and the framework of that is base on CFG edges which iterate over executable CFG edges
instead of over all edges. All program flow edge is initially made as not executable. The Program flow edges are made executable by symbolically executing the program. When an assignment is executed, its out-edge in the flow
graph leaving that node is marked as executable and added to the worklist.
If a predicate is executed, the result value determine which branch be take, if
possible. However, if the conditional expression evaluates to ⊥, then all outedges from the node are added to the worklist by conservation assumptions.
The algorithm is able to ignore any definition that reach a use from a program
flow graph edge that is never executed but it has the same running time as
SC.
The final algorithm, Sparse Conditional constant (SCC), was developed
by Wegman and Zadeck themselves. The algorithm is the most powerful one
than the three algorithms and useful to improves running time which is relative to the previous algorithm CC. The algorithm uses two worklists: one is
FlowWorkList which is a worklist of program flow graph edges and the other
is SSAWorkList which is a worklist of SSA edges, to go through the program
flow graph. Each flow edge will associated with a Executable flag that controls the evaluation of φ-function in the target node. In addition, there are
two function: one is VisitExpression, and the other is Visit-φ function. When
the item is a program flow graph edge from the FlowWorkList, then examine
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the ExecutableFlag of the edge. If the ExecutableFlag is false, it marks the
ExecutableFlag as true, performs Visit-φ for all φ-function at the target node,
if the only one ExecutableFlag associated with the incoming program flow
graph edges is true then it performs the VisitExpression for the expression in
the node, and if there only is one outgoing flow graph edge in the node then
it adds that edge to the FlowWorkList. In SSAWorkList, if the destination of
that edge is a φ-function then it performs Visit-φ and if it is an expression then
examine ExecutableFlags on reaching that node only if there are some true
then it performs VisitExpression. The algorithm stops when both worklists
become empty. The algorithm SCC finds the same class of constants as CC,
yet has the same speedup rate over CC as SSC has over SC.

Figure 5.1: The Relationship of Four Constant Propagation Algorithms

In the summary, the sparse graph allows the algorithm could be even more
faster than the representation of entire graph. Since to propagate information
about each variable to each variable into every node in a program flow graph is
inefficient. When we could be avoid evaluating the statement of the program
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that are never executed, we can be found more constant by evaluating all
predicates which control which branch to take. Because the potential constants
could not be killed by the values which are generated in the unreachable areas.
We drawn the relationship among four constant propagation algorithms in
Figure 5.1.

5.2

Wolf ’s Approach

Wolf’s approach solves constant propagation based on FUD chain. The algorithm is an optimistic demand-driven recursive as opposed to traditional
iterative solves. The FUD chain have two important properties. The first is
that each use of a variable is reached by a single definition: the use-def chain
for any one use is a single link to the unique reaching definition. The second
property handles control flow merge nodes, when multiple reaching definitions
exist in the original program. Although it is a demand-driven recursive technique, they only solve the problem when the graph is acyclic[?]. For the cases
with cycles in the FUD chain graph, wolf extends the solution from SSA form
to gated single assignment form (GSA) introduced by Ballance. GSA is an
extension of SSA form which incorporates control flow information into value
merges. they claim that their algorithm is more efficient than Wegman and
Zadeck’s Sparse Conditional Constant Propagation. Their demand-driven approach associate each φ-function with a predicate that decide which branch
will be taken. Unlike traditional iterative solvers for constant propagation that
require many recomputation until reach a fixed point. They take advantage
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of the solver which use the process of classify linear and non-linear induction
variables to find constant. But no empirical results was brought out.

5.3

Yung and Wang’s Approach

Yung and Wang’s Approach solves constant propagation for loop based on
FUD chain[YW02]. The FUD chain have two important properties. The first
is that each use of a variable is reached by a single definition; the use-def chain
for one use is a single link to the the unique reaching definition. The second
properties handles control-flow merge points, when multiple reaching definitions exist in the original program. The FUD chain representation is thus
more sparse than full use-def chains, since the uses after the merge point have
only a single FUD chain link, comparsed to serveral links at each node[?]. The
investigation was originally motivated by the observation that many constants
after loops could not be found by Wagman and Zadeck’s approach. The algorithm is also an approach of optimistic demand-driven constant propagation
analysis. They combine the idea from Wegman and Zadeck’s SCC algorithm
of finding conditional constants and the idea from the method by Wolfe et al.
of finding linear induction variables. They may classify cycles in the data flow
graph and take predicate of branch node into account.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions
In this thesis, we introduce the related techniques about our analysis and solve
the problem of interprocedure constant propagation. We translated into semantics method wihch used on PLUS language. One of the motivations of our
work is to preserve the constant values of function expression, hence such constant values can be propagated the expressions after the function expression.
Wegaman and Zadeck’s method identifies conditional constant based on SSA
and control flow graph(CFG) in single procedure. W.H. Her’s algorithms find
constant on loop based on FUD chian and CFG in single procedure. Their
method neeed the graph representation of a program. Instead of using graph
representation, we propse a semantic method of constant propagation using
abstract interpretation. We can compute constant information without graph
representation of the program. The experiments show that our approach without graph representation is suitable for functional language.
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